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Rare Birds in Britain and Ireland. By J. N. Dymond, P. A. Fraser and 
S. J. M. Gantlett. T. & A. D. Poyser, Calton, 1990. 366 pages; many maps, 
diagrams and line-drawings. £19.00. 
What value lies in the scores of county bird reports, and reports of the British Birds Rarities 
Committee, which annually list thousands of dates and places relating to occurrences of rare 
and scarce birds the length and breadth of the British Isles? They are a source of data which 
need analysis and, without it, are of rather limited interest. Here is a thorough presentation 
of facts relating to some 45,000 records of more than 300 species from such sources between 
1958 and 1985. The authors must, right away, be congratulated on their meticulous collation 
of data, which must have been an epic task. I spotted one important omission, the 
Warwickshire spring male Barred Warbler Sylvia nisoria in 1979, but I can't believe much else 
has escaped the net. 

The book combines the scope of two earlier Poyser volumes, Scarce Migrant Birds in Britain 
and Ireland (Sharrock 1974) and Rare Birds in Britain and Ireland (Sharrock & Sharrock 1976), and 
thus brings such interesting species as Red-breasted Flycatcher Ficedula parva and Ortolan 
Bunting Emberiza hortulana into the same volume as the out-and-out rarities. Indeed, this is 
one of the major plus points of the book, for it is often the status of'lesser rarities' like these 
that is most difficult to assess. The authors have, probably wisely, stuck to the officially 
recorded opinions on all records, although one might guess that they would have liked to 
have argued with a few decisions. 

In appearance, the new book looks much like its 'Rare' predecessor, with similar maps and 
diagrams and line-drawings. Many of the latter are, in fact, repeated from the earlier book, 
but there is a fine set of new ones too. The text includes brief details of distribution and a 
scanty identification summary, with useful pointers towards more detailed references. 

But what of the analysis? The presentation (aided by the typically excellent Poyser 
production) is clear enough, but the text is usually brief and rarely attempts to probe into the 
underlying reasons for the patterns of occurrence so finely presented. It is an oddly 
frustrating book, difficult to get into for more than a few minutes at a time, but maybe it is 
too full of facts to be digestible for much more than that. There is little indication of 
changing status abroad; little or no link is made between rarity reports and weather 
conditions that may have had a crucial influence. Such analysis in a comprehensive book 
would perhaps be asking for too much-— but, unless it is attempted somewhere, we return to 
the original question. What is the point of it all? In fact, with many species revealed as being 
most often reported in the south (or east) 'as would be expected' for birds from the south (or 
east), one wonders whether there is much more to be said than such simplistic comments 
anyway? Perhaps that is often all there is to it? But surely there is a little more to the annual 
magic of'expected' semi-rarities, and more surprising vagrants, on the Norfolk coast, or the 
Isles of Scilly, or Fair Isle? 

But rarities have a fascination, a kind of addiction, that makes seeing the records in 
print—even those that we knew all about before, and especially, perhaps, those we saw 
ourselves (or narrowly missed)—an end in itself, without the need to delve too deeply into 
underlying causes. The book is great browsing—dare I say dipping?—material, and as such 
will be warmly welcomed. R O B H U M E 

Where to Watch Birds in Scotland. By Mike Madders and Julia 
Welstead. Christopher Helm, London, 1989. 368 pages; 70 line-drawings; 
48 maps. Paperback £10.95. 
I must start by declaring an interest. The authors sent me the draft account on Way and took 
full note of comments that I made. They similarly consulted local experts on virtually all the 
sites described. This is not to detract from their own detailed knowledge and the hard work 
they have put into writing this book, but to emphasise that, by consulting so widely, they 
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have produced by far the best guide yet written about birdwatching sites in Scotland. It is 
authoritative, up to date, and full of detailed and helpful information accompanied by clear 
and equally helpful maps. At the end of the book, there are lists of local recorders, local bird 
reports, and a complete systematic, list of Scottish birds. 

I could actually end this review here, coupled with a strong exhortation to buy this book, 
which I regard as indispensable for birdwatchers, whether visiting or living in Scotland. 
Instead, I am going to grumble, not at the authors, but at the publisher. 

The eight other volumes in Christopher Helm's 'Where to Watch' series cover groups of 
English counties, from the six of the West Midlands to a mere two, Devon and Cornwall, 
plus a volume devoted to Wales. An average 60 sites are given full treatment in books of 
between 245 and 316 pages. Over 450 English and Welsh sites have been described in some 
2,200 pages. 

Compared with this lavish treatment, Scotland, with an area equivalent to the total of the 
areas covered by all the other volumes put together, has been allotted 368 pages into which 
the authors have managed to squeeze 120 birdwatching sites, allowing each barely half the 
space of more fortunate regions. They have appended nearly 90 additional sites, but merely 
in tabular form, rather than the full paragraph of other volumes. 

And, to add insult to injury, there are numerous almost blank pages where site accounts 
end near the top of a page. Line-drawings are scattered through the book, but none is placed 
in one of these empty spaces. By simply reducing existing line-drawings, or omitting the 
occasional one, I reckon I could save the equivalent of 30 pages, currently blank, or 10% of 
the total devoted to site accounts. That's another 12 full accounts. They might be at the 
expense of some of the quite pleasant line-drawings, but the book would have been that 
much more informative and useful. 

Good birdwatching sites in Scotland are both numerous and rich in species. On a 
comparison with the volumes on English counties, Scotland should have been covered in at 
least three volumes. What a pity the authors were not allowed to write the fuller account that 
the country and its birds deserve. M. A. O G I L V I E 
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